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3D PRODUCTION
ACTION EVENTS
CINEMA TECHNOLOGY
EVENT MODULE
ENTERTAINMENT
EYE-CATCHER
FORMULA 1
INFLATABLES
LASER SHOWS
SHOW TECHNOLOGY
SIMULATORS
SPECIAL EFFECTS
EVENT SERVICE
VIRTUAL REALITY
PROMOTION
SELLING & LEASING
AFTER SALES SERVICE
DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION
CROSS MEDIA PROGRAMMING
(Events - Presentation - Production - Leasing & Sales)

ROWING BOAT SIMULATOR

realistic movement, pleasant background noise

Setup
You can arrange competitions, directly opposite
each other is possible. The rowing simulator may
not be suitable for short hard sprints. Rather for
either a long race (3-4 minutes) or as an excellent
eye-catcher for hands-on activities without a
competitive factor. Rowing is a fascinating sport
which will acticate the entire body muscles. Bring
that experience to the visitors of your Event in more
detail. Competitions can be fought directly against
each other.We can place your logo directly on
jerseys and boats.
Software: Virtual Reality and / or we are able to
implement a real race-course by a real video and
integrate the track in the software to match the
rowing stroke or speed.

Features








original racing rowing boats
single or dual module
with short or long outrigger
available for network racing challenge
realistic rowing feel and a soothing sound
software branding with your logo or text
virtual reality or with movie from an real
boat ride on an river
 Bar chart for position

Software
 Virtual Reality
 Real Movie
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ROWING BOAT SIMULATOR
Single module (see figure)
1x rowing ergometer stainless steel (particularly robust) with water brake
1x Sensor Electronics, T-handle, 24 "All-In-One PC (assembly on simulator)
1x Win7 prof., Intuitive user interface with optional 3-key operation
1x virtual reality software or video software (up to 9 tracks pre-configured)
1x Software Branding with your logo
Space required: 1 x 2 m; Current: 230V/110V
Optional: Video Production
Optional: Individual Composition: (with/without front/rear and with/without bracket)
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